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Our mission is to improve the quality of life for those who are
visually impaired through awareness, resources and solutions

Diplomate in Low Vision Rehabilitation

Read Your Favorite Novel with an e-Reader
e-Readers are becoming easier to use and now have features that may
make them the perfect device for some people who are visually impaired.
The two most popular are the Kindle by Amazon and the Barnes Noble
Nook. Both have adjustable font types and sizes and the newer screens
have enhanced contrast.
The Kindle comes with either a 6” or 9.7”
screen size. The screen is not backlit,
which may help reduce glare. It is operated
with a 5-way toggle switch. In a recent
study comparing several e-readers, the Kindle had the largest maximum font size.
Amazon Kindle

Barnes Noble Nook

The Nook has a 6” backlit screen and operates with a touch screen.
Both the Kindle and Nook are stand-alone devices and do not require the use of a computer. However, both the Kindle or Nook have
applications that can be downloaded to a PC, Mac Computer, i-Pad
as well as to your Android, Windows or Blackberry cell phone.
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While the e-Readers may not have enough magnification to work as a
low vision device for all visually impaired persons, they may be the perfect device for those whose vision is in the mild to moderate range.
You can test out the Kindle at Staples Office Supply. The Nook is available at all Barnes Noble locations.

Light Your Way With Our New
Panther Lights
Everyone has an occasional need for hands
free light. Panther clip-on lighting provides
ultra-bright task lighting for reading and for
many other near tasks. Clip the light to your
eyeglasses, hat, or screwdriver and put the
light where it is needed. Both ViewFinder
locations now have these inexpensive lighting solutions in stock.

Visit us on the web at www.ViewFinderLowVision.com

New experimental features include Text-to-Speech, which allow some
materials to be read aloud, and Voice Guide which uses speech to help
with navigation of the device.
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Our doctors also see patients at several satellite offices throughout the state of Arizona

Please call our toll free number 866.924.8755 or 480.924.8755
to schedule an appointment at one of these offices

